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3rd September 2022 FROM 12.30 - 5.00 pm
EVERYONE WELCOME - FAMILY & FRIENDS

JAZZ BAND
“The Franklin Street New Orleans Jazz Band”
Bring your own drinks and glasses – Wine , Beer , Juice

Admission ticket - £5.00 Children £3.00
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Jeremiah 1 v 4-5 : The Lord said to me,“I chose you before I gave you life”
Dear Friends,
This month I was privileged to be asked to lead worship at Hatfield URC. Isn’t God powerful? How
can any of us disagree? We were chosen and placed where we are now by God. He led us on a pathway
which was of his choosing. It is difficult for us to imagine what it would have been like if we had
been born in Zambia, where the resources to sustain ourselves would be almost impossible to find for
most of us and our families. How fortunate it was that God led Barbara and I to Zambia, where we
met some wonderful people in Katombora and then with help from many of you, my friends, we were
able to build a church for them.
How fortunate for Noah that God led us to know him. Elsewhere in this magazine you can read how
Potters Bar URC was able to respond to allow Abel to have his heart bypass surgery. Abel is now
recovering and has just this week been able to return home to be with his family. Our church provided
the funds of over £2100 to enable Abel’s life to be saved. It was a loan to Noah, which the Elders
hope members and friends of our church will repay. Thank you to those who have already been able
to respond. If you have not yet done so, it is not too late. We have nearly recovered the entire loan.
Remember how lucky we are in Potters Bar. Remember that we have riches to help others so much
less fortunate than ourselves. Please read again from Luke 12 vs 22 – 31 and trust in the Lord.
Closer to home we are having so much fun as a number of us meet for Phoenix activities during the
week. Please do consider telling your friends about what is going on in our church and invite them to
join us. Including 4 new people, there were 20 participating in a flower arranging class organized by
Eddie, from Majestic Flowers. Can he come to us to show us how to make a decoration for Christmas?
We have asked the question.
Please do not be shy or afraid … God will give you the words to speak and lead your actions, if we
can but only listen when he speaks to us. (Jeremiah 1 v 8)
Friends, we should look forward to the coming weeks and months with joy. Please be an active part
of our congregation: Worship, BBQ, Quiz, Phoenix.
May God Bless us all……..
									Tony
							
On behalf of the Elders
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Lunchtime Recital on Friday 2nd September at 12.30
“Trio camminatore Bianco’

Programme

Trio for Piano, Violin and Cello in D minor, op.32, by Anton Arensky (1861-1906)
Trio for Piano, Violin and Cello in G major, op 1 Nr.2, by Ludvig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
Full details on noticeboard in the Vestibule.

			

This will be followed by Charity Lunch

Church Officers and Elders
Minister: Vacancy
Serving Elders
David Aplin Revd
Tony Corfe		
Janet Green		
Alastair Maclean
David Ramsay		

07900673529
661160
657848
653636
647300

Secretary

David Ramsay
Tel: 01707 647300

Treasurer

Tony Corfe
Tel: 01707 661160

Lettings Officer

Jane Wood
Mobile: 07879 687569

Premises
Manager

Caroline Sutherland
Mobile: 07411 961770

Chairman
John Knott
Premises &
Tel: 01707 335238
Finance
Committee		
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Church Family
More dates for your diary
We will be starting the Lunchtime Recitals followed by Charity Lunch on 2nd September. Concert
programme on page 2 and full details of the Thomas Jesty Trio are on the board in the Vestibule.
This will be followed on Saturday 3rd September with our re-scheduled BBQ which celebrates our
50th Anniversary of the URC. Tickets at £5.00 from Jean Morse.
Janet’s postponed Garden Party.
As we had to postpone this too because of the intense heat it has now been re-scheduled for Sunday
18th September at 3.30 pm at 8 Heath Road. I do hope you will still be able to come. Who knows
what the weather will be like on that day? Please bring a chair if possible.
Quiz night
1st October at 7.00 for 7.30 pm start. ‘Probably’ Fish or Chicken & Chips supper with dessert.
Price - still to be decided. If you are able to make up a table please tell Janet (01707 856967) or
Jean (01707 656609).
We were delighted to see the Barton/Sive family at church last Sunday,
with the fourth generation - beautiful baby Isabel. The Service and
more pictures on page 15
Pulpit Supply
September
4th
Anne Walton (communion)
11th Elders
18th Revd David Aplin (communion)
25th Mike Findley
October
2nd
Anne Walton (communion)
9th
Canon Richard Osborn
16th Revd David Aplin (communion)
23rd Martyn Macphee
30th Mike Findley

Flowers during August have been arranged by Barbara Corfe
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The Magnificat, a Wondrous Hymn
-being the announcement of a Saviour for the World

The church year steadily progresses and with this issue of the September – or autumn – News we begin
to look forward to the beginning of the next cycle of the Christian year of events and celebrations. The
major events are celebrated with Advent at the beginning of the year together with the New Year and
progress through to Easter and terminating with Pentecost; the summer period follows with a medley
of lesser events. This month there is no major event and so I decided to reflect upon something a little
different, yet useful in the development of our Christian life. Some things that seem to get overlooked
by the major celebrations. I would like to introduce you to the Magnificat.
However, to digress a little, did you see the August full moon in all its glory earlier in the month? It
was a super-moon, it being currently closer to earth and therefore bigger in the night sky. The next full
moon will be on September 10th, the autumn moon. I wonder if it will usher in some rain, something
that we desperately need. Our weather or climate is changing – we can see the evidence for ourselves –
and if the world population does not do something to control the change while there is still time, things
will be irreversible and our world will be spoiled for all time. We know the reason for this change, it’s
because the molecules of carbon dioxide and hydrocarbon gases in our atmosphere absorb sunlight so
strongly; then the energy tumbles down into radiated heat. Chemists know well this effect of absorption
and have used it in analysis for ages!
At Advent we celebrate with joy the birth of the Saviour yet the Annunciation of His coming seems
to get forgotten or sometimes takes a lesser place as I have already noted above. I suggest that we pause
a little and take some time to think about Mary and Elizabeth and their several responses, in joy and
song. Then too there is the part played by the angels in Jesus’ arrival.
· The annunciation is recorded in the beginning of the Gospel, or Good News, as recorded by Luke.
The song of Mary is verses 46 to 55. It has the ‘technical’ name of the Magnificat or the canticle
(song) of Mary. This name comes from Latin meaning ‘’(my soul) magnifies the LORD’’. It is used,
quite powerfully, by some denominations in their formalised structure of worship.
The song is a very ancient one, probably one of the first songs, or hymns, of the new and developing
Christian Church, so let us look at it in a little detail.
· Luke in the beginning (Chapter 1 ) of his Gospel or Good News tells us of the times previous to
the birth of Jesus – let’s start there first - the writer and his sources.. The first three verses vouch
for the truth of the events.
‘’Dear Theophilus: Many people have done their best to write a report of the things that have taken
place among us.
They wrote what we have been told by those who saw these things from the beginning and who
proclaimed the message. And so, Your Excellency, because I have carefully studied all these matters
from their beginning, I thought it would be good to write an orderly account for you.
I do this so that you will know the full truth about everything which you have been taught’’
This preface tells us that Luke is a faithful and meticulous writer. Next, I wonder who told Luke about
these things? Mary the mother of Jesus is the most likely, and the closest to the events.
· Now for the facts of the account of the Annunciation.
Mary, a young lady from Nazareth, is betrothed to the village carpenter, Joseph and finds herself pregnant.
An angel visits her and tells her the great news that she is to be the Mother of the awaited Messiah, and
that this has come about by the Holy Spirit of the most high God. She should not be worried what the
world might think because she has been greatly and mightily blessed and honoured. In joyous belief
Cont’d.......
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Mary visits her kinswomen, Elizabeth, who lives up country from Nazareth, with the news that she
is ‘with baby’, to be met by a joyous Elizabeth who also is ‘with baby’. Elizabeth and father Zechariah,
who was a serving priest in the Temple, both thought that this was not to be, that she was unable to
conceive. Elizabeth is joyous too because her despair was unfounded as she had already conceived and
she will become the mother of John – later known as the Baptizer - and the forerunner for the Saviour
King, the awaited Messiah . So much for the history, vouched for by Luke the narrator.
· Now for the joyful songs of the two ladies before Mary returns home from the house of Elizabeth.
In verses 46 to 48 Mary gives thanks, not for being pregnant out of wedlock, but for being given the
privilege of giving birth to the promised Messiah by the Holy Spirit of God.
‘’My soul doth Magnify the Lord and my Spirit rejoices in God my Saviour’’
She gives Praise to the Lord because she was lowly in society and will become blessed beyond belief in
her new role as the mother of Jesus. She gives Praise because God has chosen her to bear the Messiah
rather than another person who is perceived to be much ‘’higher’’ in society; He has chosen a humble,
meek person rather than a person seen by the world as strong and mighty. Mary gives Praise as she looks
forward too to the transforming of the world and society through the work of the Messiah, He will feed
the hungry rather than those who are not in need. Mary sees the work of the Messiah as going to, in her
eyes, bring about the saving of material society, and the overthrowing of the rich and worldly mighty.
Mary concludes her Canticle of Praises by reflecting that God has kept his promise to Abraham, the
father of the fledgling Jewish race - and through him the world - that promise that he loves and cares
for them and will make a nation from them and indeed by extension us as well.
The song of Mary as recorded by Luke ends here; the song derived from it and called the Magnificat
traditional ends with the Doxology or ‘’Glory be to the Father - as a fitting end to the song.
Now for the devotional bit!
· Find a quiet spot in the house.
· Turn to the Gospel of Luke in your Bible, chapter 1.
· The Canticle of Mary is verses 46 - 55, read it thoughtfully, think on it; if you start from verse
one then you will read the whole foregoing history - its not too long.
· Now, Praise God and praise Him for his power, holiness and mercy.
· Look forward to God transforming His world through Jesus.
· Exalt God and reflect upon the works of Jesus and the meaning of the Cross – what does it
mean for and to you?
· Recite the ‘’Glory be’’ reverently.
and then:
· Remember the people of Ukraine before God – remember the winter is coming.
· Ask the Lord to stay the hand of the devil in the Kremlin.
I wish you a time of blessing in this autumn time.
									Geoffrey Peterson
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Recital - Dr Osman Tack (piano) and
Clare Deniz (cello)
We enjoyed a wonderful Concert by Osman and Clare on 1st July. The programme given below:
F. Couperin (1668-1733) Pi`eces en Concert
Realised by Paul Bazelaire
1. Prelude
2. Sicili`ene
3. La Tromba
4. Plainte
5. Air de Diable
L.van Beethoven (1770-1827) Seven Variations on the theme from The Magic Flute by W.A.
Mozart “Bei mannern, welche liebe fuhlen”
J.Brahms (1833-1897)
Sonata in F for Piano and Cello Op.99
1. Allegro vivace
2. Adagio affettuoso
3. Allegro passionato
4. Allegro molto

Trees by Joyce Kilmer
I think that I shall
never see
A poem lovely
as a tree
A tree whose hungry
mouth is prest
Against the earth’s
sweet flowing breast
A tree that looks at
God all day
And lifts her leafy
arms to pray

A tree that may in
Summer wear
A nest of robins
in her hair;
Upon whose bosom
snow has lain
Who intimately lives
with rain.
Poems are made by
fools like me,
But only God can
make a tree.
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Anniversary Service - Reverend David Aplin
This week we were celebrating our
88th Church Anniversary and the 50th
anniversary of the formation of the
URC in 1972. We could also wish
Peter Willis (94), Janet O’Connor a
Happy Birthday, congratulate Michelle
Willis on obtaining her doctorate –
and our friend Ravi on gaining British
citizenship. Plenty of good news.
I think that for many of us our 88th Anniversary is something to celebrate (we have a lot of great history to look
back on) but for David the URC anniversary was a bittersweet moment – 50 years of faith, hope and love but
also in recent years a vertiginous decline in churches, ministers and members (but not money). So he felt it
was a time to reset, to look for a new direction. He offered us three reflections – on the Reformation, on the
URC and on the future of the URC and our own church.
David started with the disciples and their sputtering attempts to spread the word about Jesus (the messages
were often not welcome), then Paul’s conversion from persecuting Christians to being one of the church’s
stoutest supporters; the epistles, often aimed at getting churches back to toeing the line; Christianity becoming
the faith of the Holy Roman Empire and continuing to grow even after the Empire began to decline. And as
seems to be the rule for many religions, building a hierarchy that over time creates an ever more complex set of
interpretations and rules, some aimed at cementing their own power and authority. And periodically someone
rebels against the establishment, as Jesus did with the Jewish authorities of his time and Martin Luther did in
1517. Luther believed that we are saved by faith alone and are granted salvation by God as a gift, not by paying
indulgences. Luther was perhaps more fortunate, just excommunicated and declared an outlaw, but he was
able to survive and, being unable to change the Catholic Church, founded his own reformed Lutheran Church.
In 1972, after much discussion the congregations of the Congregational and Presbyterian churches approved the
formation of a joint church, the URC. It was a merger of “apples and pears”: the Congregational Church being
a federation where the Church Meetings of the churches had the sole power and authority and a Presbyterian
church much more of a hierarchy, with the centre having a fair measure of control over their churches (which
they felt was more efficient). Actually, this mismatch has practical merits because it gives congregations power
(where the centre would like to control). And as with similar “works in progress” like the European Union, it’s
easy to blame the centre for anything that goes wrong and complain about a top-heavy hierarchical organisation,
which itself feels frustrated by lack of real power and the intransigence of local churches.
The decline in membership over the last 15 years may feel like falling off a cliff but it is in line with the experience
of other denominations. David was reluctant to celebrate a fusion that many would regard as a failure (a bit
harsh perhaps?), but felt it was a moment to think again about how we make the URC and our church continue
to go forward.
Describing the present picture as one of despair, David noted how much the world has changed in the last
50 years – changed beyond all recognition - and people were also in a different place. There had been an
enormous growth in churches that were defined by race and nationality (where the church offered support,
cultural reassurance, and a meeting place for scattered communities). His church in Borehamwood had shared
its premises with an African Church (as we did for a time with Life Church) but for some churches this was a
bridge too far.
He gave us examples of three churches that had been hard hit, but surmounted their difficulties, be they in
relation to a new building project, problems with their minister, or pressure from Synod to close their church. In
each case there are now signs of renewal. The spirit is there driving people to want it to happen. The fire didn’t
come from a minister, but from a congregation wanting their church to thrive. And in his descriptions, David

Cont’d.......
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Continued from page 7
offered us a clue to what had motivated the congregations. In one it was the opportunities offered by a modern
flexible building, in another it was location in a place where the church could be a focus for an estate community
and in the third an explicit move to provide a centre for community life and to provide the money to keep it going.
In effect these are all cases where the congregation identified a local opportunity and got behind it. So perhaps
it was again a little harsh to give us the first of his three common threads:
·

That Synod direction is rarely right because it is hidebound by rules and past procedures,

·

That Ministry is not a key factor in success, but bad ministry can be highly disruptive,

·

That it is the congregation working together to bring improvements in quality of worship, depth of
spirituality and ambiance rather than worrying about “bums on seats” that brings success.

David said that the cold hands of tradition and defeatism were the Devil’s tools for the death of congregations
and churches. He showed us his sign “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.
Certainly, we can’t just think “I’ve done my bit in the past”. It is a time of resetting, but I can’t help feeling that
we’ve not yet identified that special something, that idea, that opportunity to grow our church that we all believe
in and feel driven to get behind and make it happen.
If we can find it and can do this, our church can live to serve another generation.
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/

A Health Talk by Fiona Stephen
Fiona has been a Nutritional Therapist since 2010 and is a member
of The British Association for Applied Nutrition and Nutritional
Therapy (BANT), who act as a professional body overseeing
training and Continuing Professional Development for Nutritional
Therapists. She’s also registered with the Complementary and
Natural Healthcare Council (CNHC).
Fiona started by telling us a bit about her professional journey to become a Nutritional Therapist, her
interest having initially been triggered by her own digestive health issues and those of her family. Her
talk focused on managing the glucose/sugar levels in our blood and some of the consequences of not
doing so (not least of which was becoming Type 2 diabetic), giving us insights into the way the body
manages sugar levels and its effects on our health, well-being, and weight management.
Recognising that we are all individuals, her message was on the importance of achieving a personal
nutritional balance, building a sustainable nutritional regime that reflected the individual’s genetic
make-up, their lifestyle and their personal selections of foods from a wide choice to achieve the
desired balance.
She touched on the developing science on how our digestive health (and gut biome) has a major
impact on both our physical and mental health and wellbeing and the potential for personalised
medical solutions in the future. She stressed that she does not offer medical diagnoses but can provide
nutritional advice to support the diagnoses of medical professionals.
A fascinating and informative evening.
You can view an edited recording of the talk at https://pottersbarurc.org/2770-2/
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Morning Service - Anne Walton
After a somewhat uncertain start (Anne
had been held up in traffic) which had Joan
Gooding doing chair-based exercises (when
she was up, she was up………) and Alastair
reaching for the power switch for the sound
system, an anthem from our Quartet Choir
(actually a secret quintet) settled us into
Anne’s theme of the day, which was Prayer.
During her lay preacher training, Anne
had been given a useful acronym for the
four fundamental types of prayer – ACTS.
ACTS stands for Adoration, Confession,
Thanksgiving and Supplication – the latter covering asking for something for ourselves as well as
the intercessionary asking for something for someone else. She noted that ACTS was also a useful
reminder of the need to act on the things we pray for.
Mark Deller and American Rabbi is reputed to have rephrased the four types of prayer as Gimme,
Thanks, Oops! And Wow! (though not necessarily in the same order). Anne suggested we might
reflect at the end of each line of the Lord’s Prayer on which category it fell into.
After the readings from Jean Morse…….
…………….Anne reflected on the import of prayer for us. The late Robert
Matthew Brown, an American theologian wrote “Prayer for many is like a
foreign land. When we go there, we go as tourists. Like most tourists we
feel uncomfortable and out of place, and therefore we move on before
long and go somewhere else”.
Anne suspected that he was referring to public prayer rather than private
prayers (but I’m not sure she’s right on that one). In any event after
moving to Milton Keynes she’d been exposed to the book of common prayer, discovering that many
were very beautiful. She read us the example of the Collect for Purity:
“Almighty God, to you all hearts are open, all desires known, and from you
no secrets are hid: Cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration of
your Holy Spirit, that we may perfectly love you, and worthily magnify your
holy Name; through Christ our Lord. Amen.”
The collect is a thing of great poetic beauty and there are many more examples of this. If we take
them as a model for our own prayers – both public and private – it can be quite intimidating. We are
not going to be able to compete in terms of beauty and art, but we don’t need to. Jesus’s prayer (from
Luke 11) is an antidote for intimidation, so simple and straightforward.
Anne told us to “keep it simple” and to “be persistent” – ask, seek, and knock and keep on doing so!
Does it always pay off? Many are inclined think not, but Anne thinks he probably does answer our
prayers - just not in the way we expected or the timescale that we had hoped.
Sometimes God’s answer is a definite NO. Anne wondered if there’s any way we can make God
Cont’d.......
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change his mind. Can we bargain with God? She was inclined to think not, but we had just heard the
reading from Genesis 18, where Abraham conducts a somewhat comic Dutch Auction with God about
the destruction of a city, raising the issue of the destruction of the innocent along with the guilty. God
listened to Abraham, but still went ahead and destroyed the city - but at least Abraham’s brother Lot
and his two nieces escaped.
Anne felt it boils down to God listening to our prayers and acting on them even if his actions are
different from what we ask for. Jesus reminds us that God will give us what we need, not what we
want: he acts on our prayers in the way he knows best.
She felt it was understandable that we might question the goodness of God’s gifts – we ask for peace,
but still get violence…..and so on. Struggle and challenge will always be a part of our earthly lives,
but God doesn’t leave us to struggle alone. What a privilege we’ve been given that we can take our
needs and concerns to the Lord in prayer. If we ask, seek, and knock God grants us the gift of his
Holy Spirit to teach us, strengthen us and inspire us.
(And as for me, (ROBERT), I’m inclined to think that God does not intervene in the physical world –
beyond perhaps having pressed the button to start “big bang” for our particular universe – but it is
indeed the gift of a means to communicate with God, both in this world and in the afterlife that we
should treasure and make good use of).
To lighten the scene, we followed Anne’s Sermon with “Seek ye first the Kingdom of God” which Anne
insisted we should sing in rounds form and started organising us.
Some were clearly well pleased with the outcome.
Others less so, or perhaps a bit camera shy?.........
or perhaps just having a laugh?
A very enjoyable and thought provoking session.
You can view the edited Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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Service led by Mike Findley
Despite holiday influenced low
numbers we still managed an
anthem from a slightly different
quartet, the last until September,
when Stephen returns.
Mike’s theme was the Holy Spirit, a thing we celebrate around
Pentecost and then often seem to forget for the rest of the year. Three periods of lent before Christmas,
Easter and Pentecost used to help keep it in people’s minds, but today we don’t look at it often enough.
The reading from Genesis has translations that have God hovering over the deep, but Mike
prefers the Jewish idea of a violent wind which pits the irresistible force of creation against that which
is rigid, petrified, without form, lifeless - imparting life. This was “God in Action”, and the Spirit of God
was not a separate entity, being or person, but that God in Action doing things. It’s a way of looking
at things that Mike likes, feeling that we’ve domesticated God and made him too small. A recent visit
to an Astronomical Photography Exhibition at the Maritime Museum in Greenwich reminded him of
the size and scope of the universe God created and the 13 million (plus) years of its existence.
So perhaps our God is too small, domesticated, nice and cosy, but it wasn’t always like that. The Spirit
of God blew over the face of the deep and imparted life – so different from the western languages
where the word spirit seems to want to separate an immaterial spirit from the matter of the body. “God
in Action” was the picture in the Old Testament.
The second Old Testament reading has Job complaining that
everything has gone wrong in his life as a result of God doing this
and doing that. God answers him out of a whirlwind “Look at the
stars. Could you have created all those? Do you doubt the power
of God?”
Mike recalled a meditation by Eddie Askew, who goes down to
the river after a storm and sees the reeds blown over, broken
branches and plastic bottles carried down by the current. The
grasses are beginning to pull themselves upright again, but other
things don’t. He sees people in the water struggling with the torrent
of life and a voice saying, “Maybe you should go upstream and mend the banks, so the floods don’t
occur again, and the river of life is made safe?”.
John 7 has Jesus saying, “Let anyone who is thirsty come to me and drink……..whosoever
believes in me, rivers of living water will flow from within them”, and that means the Spirit. And that’s
a challenge. Do rivers of living water flow from us in our lives as we go about our daily activities?
In Romans 8 we are given the chance to become children of God. God’s Spirit joins itself to our
spirits to declare we are God’s children. Here again we see the influence of Greek philosophy with
the spirit being some sort of separate entity. Mike prefers the Hebrew version of the Spirit being God
in Action. Either way it is not something stationary. It does things. It flows to strengthen us, to direct
us, to provide purpose and to provide comfort. Do we fight it? Do we wrestle with it, get ‘hot and
bothered’ and say NO to it? Do we try to keep it in and not let it flow?
Mike sees the Spirit as flowing through the world, pushing us all the time in the right direction,
comforting us. But if we are self-interested, we fight it, and our minds are not at peace. If we go with
the Spirit we find comfort, joy and purpose. Mike sees life in the Spirit as being like a dance, not the
turbulent conflicts of the Tango or the cosy twosome of the waltz, but a dance involving lots of people
and lots of energy, like a country dance. He reflected that as a preacher, it counts as a success if just
one of the audience remembers the sermon, takes it away with them and does something about it.
Cont’d.......
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So he provided us with the image of “hitching a ride on God’s Spirit” – saying “hold on, I’m coming
with you. Let’s face the world together”. It’s exciting, challenging and helps you prepare for change
with confidence because you are joined to the Spirit.
To Mike life is movement, a pilgrimage - not to some holy shrine or relic but a journey to closer
and closer union with God. He talked about his experiences on a pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela
over the Alps and into Spain, the interactions with people, supporting them and being supported by
them. Many were not of a particular religious sect or religion. Some had no religion and came to “find
themselves” and many did so. So if we have a pilgrimage of life, it’s not something to do alone. Like
an eightsome reel, weaving patterns with other people. The Spirit encourages us to walk with others,
help others, to encourage others and be encouraged and helped by them. The journey of life is full
of obstacles and difficulties to be overcome, to be shared with others and the Spirit.
I think Mike has put his finger on a problem for many of us. We don’t sense the wind of the Spirit
in our individual lives. But perhaps there is a special something about doing things as a community
with a common purpose, helping and supporting each other, and we do get an echo of this in some
moments of our church life. The joy of shared succeeding, or the success of an individual of our
group. I know this is something I have experienced on particular occasions, and it may be why we
look back with so much nostalgia to those times when the whole church did something together, like
those wonderful church dinner events. And it doesn’t have to stop, even if our numbers are so much
smaller.
Mike also talked of a wind of evil, blowing from people and gave us some modern-day examples.
Perhaps the most obvious example for many of us is the almost religious fervour created by Hitler in
his Nuremberg rallies, which infected almost a whole nation. And what of the Glastonbury effect? Is
it negative or positive? As with so many journeys in life it’s not always so easy to find the right path.
Mike told us we shouldn’t put God’s Spirit in a box, to be looked at once a year, but live with that
Spirit all of our lives.
You can view the edited Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/

A little light relief !
BEUTY PARLOUR
CHICKENS		
COMMITTEE		
DUST			
EGOTIST		
HANDKERCHIEF
INFLATION		
MOSQUITO		
RAISIN		
SECRET		
SKELETON		
TOOTHACHE		
TOMORROW		
YAWN			
WRINKLES		

A place where women curl up and dye.
The only animals you eat before they are born and after they are dead.
A body that keeps minutes and wastes hours
Dehydrated mud.
Someone who is usually me-deep in conversation.
Cold storage
Cutting money in half without damaging the paper
An insect that makes you like flies better
A grape with sunburn
Something you tell to one person at a time
A bunch of bones with the person scraped off
The pain that drives you to extraction
One of the greatest labour saving devices of today
A honest opinion openly expressed
Something other people have. Similar to my character lines.
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Service by John Wainwright
Accompanied by the strains of Abba’s “Money, Money” (we are all Abba
fans!), John courageously entered the minefield that is the Bible’s (and Jesus’s)
advice on wealth management. John gave us all the legal health warnings about
not being an expert in finance, or an economist. The fact that (as far as he knew)
he’d not been asked to join the race to become Prime Minister appeared not to
come as a surprise to him. He was able to confide in us that he’d not needed to
marry for wealth, but with a partner rich in love.
Although it played well for Tony Corfe, our Bible Reader, John commented that the passage from Luke
12 was puzzling - as indeed is much of the conflicting guidance in the Bible as a whole. He noted that Jesus
had criticised the Pharisees for giving all their money to the Synagogue and not having enough left over to
care for their ageing parents. We corrected John that “the Love of money is at the root of all evil” although
this is manifestly untrue. Evil was around long before money was invented. (An obsessive regard for money is
indeed a bad thing, however. And as for “God will provide” – tell that to the people of Somalia. And why do we
all have bird feeders?). As John put it in his polite way “we need to look at the context of the passage and to
try to relate it to the whole gamut of scripture”. Though practising Christians, we cannot escape a world where
money has considerable importance, and whilst as a church we speak out against the love of money, we also
need to be responsible stewards of any money which the church may have.
Paul Mills in his Cambridge Papers notes that from the beginning of the early church, Christians have
faced a tension. As people of the New Age proclaimed by Jesus, we are challenged to accept a new set of
values. Our goal is to live lives that bring honour to God and benefit our neighbours, rather than indulging
ourselves with material possessions – to be more concerned with giving than getting. I think we can all sign up
for that, but as John observed, that’s not always the case. For some “nominal” Christians, he noted, the last
thing to be converted is their pockets. In some churches, if the members were more generous in their giving,
they might avoid the dilemma of campaigning against gambling, whilst taking National Lottery money.
As Christians we are called on to support good causes at home and abroad (as we do), but there is a
judgement to be made. We should be giving a hand up, not a hand down (and that’s a very difficult judgement
to make). We should shop responsibly, supporting fairtrade and avoiding products which involve cruelty, even
if they cost a bit more (if we can afford it?). So we are called to follow a different set of values, but until Jesus’s
final return in glory we live in the world and need food, clothes and shelter for ourselves and our families. And
we need to navigate a society which is in many respects different to that of Jesus’s day. As responsible citizens,
we pay our taxes (rendering to Caesar) which fund schools, universities, hospitals and the range of health and
social care services which benefit us all, including the less advantaged members of our society. John noted
that the Quaker entrepreneurs and benefactors, Rowntree and Cadbury, who were renowned for caring for their
workforce, needed money to start their businesses. In the society in which we live, we can’t avoid the issue of
money.
The biblical prophets spoke out against the rich, but the writer of Proverbs addresses the sluggards telling
them to consider the ways of the wise ant. Jesus’s comment about the birds of the air is spiritual. How they get
fed is practical. Part of spiritual growth is balancing that spiritualty with the practical. There’s a lot of teaching
about wealth, but no easy answers. Some Christians have regarded wealth as something to be avoided, like
monastic communities, though they do not as individuals have families to be looked after. (reviewer’s note – the
individuals might be poor, but the institutions which support them are generally not).
Some other Christians have adopted a perfidious attitude disguised as very pious Christian spirituality
of simply expecting God to provide – often expecting us, as God’s people, to provide. It may be the right thing
to do, but this is where the “hand up, not hand down” judgement is relevant. Paul criticized the Thessalonians,
because looking forward to the coming of the Lord they’d stopped working and expected others to provide for
their needs. Worse still, in John’s mind, are those Christians who, whilst not lovers of money, have treated
other people’s money irresponsibly - and then appealed to other with more foresight to bail them out!
Money can’t buy happiness or peace of mind (though at times it helps) and has no value beyond the grave.
John’s prayer is that God may help us to combine the wisdom
of the ant in the way we earn, save and utilise our money and that of
others, with living our lives so that we don’t overvalue our possessions,
but put trust in the Lord to meet our most important needs – the richness
of our relationship with God and with our fellow human beings.
You can view the edited Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/
services/
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Service by Martyn Macphee
This was a special Sunday for
two reasons. We were holding a
joint Service with Christ Church
Hatfield URC – Zooming the
Service from our church into
theirs – and Martyn had been
Interim Moderator for them in
the past. We also enjoyed the
visit of 4 generations of the Barton/Sive Family, Margaret Barton
and her daughter Suzanne Sive (long time church members),
Suzanne’s son Daniel and partner Toni, and their daughter Isabel.
Not surprisingly Isabel and family somewhat upstaged the normal course of events – certainly on the
pictorial side – but Isabel did not give Martyn any competition at all on the audio side. What a little
star?
Martyn’s Address reflected on the New Testament Lectionary Reading from Luke 12. As
Martyn told us, he felt he might have drawn the short straw on this reading. It was neither easy nor
pleasant. Martyn’s Aunt (his mother had died when he was young, and she’d brought him up) told
him on many occasions “you only hear the things you want to hear” and he described his frequent
mis-phasing of the eating of ice cream and the cutting of the lawn. In the wider political world, say at
the current hustings for the vote on our next Prime Minister, we could see electors tending to split into
two groups, hearing either “truths” or “lies”, depending on which candidate they support. Selective
hearing!
Juan Carlos Cortez talks about the 5th Gospel that we in the 21st Century have failed to read.
When we open the Bible, we find lots of bits that comfort us, but we don’t highlight the bits we don’t
like reading. These “hard sayings” from Jesus make up the “5th Gospel”. We’d rather hear what we
want to hear but can’t ignore the “5th Gospel” if we want to know the kind of people Jesus wants
us to be. Martyn felt the verses of the Lectionary Reading were probably the most troubling of the
hard sayings of Jesus. “I’ve not come to bring peace but a sword” and “I’ve come to divide mother
against daughter and father against son” are not how we naturally think of Jesus. We think of him as
someone trying to unite people with peace at the heart of what he desires.
Martyn thought it was less easy in the 21st Century to understand what it was about than for
those in the early church. When Christianity was a new religion, people were despised for following
Jesus. If a Jew converted to Christianity, his family held a funeral for him. Very blunt! If a person
claimed to be a disciple of Jesus, they were considered an enemy and a bounty was put on their
head. They could have gone along with the crowd and a relative peace would have prevailed, but if
they proclaimed their faith in Jesus, their past life was erased for ever.
Martyn told us about Murray, a Jew who at university converted to Christianity. This remained
an issue between him and his father almost to the latter’s death. A few weeks before his father’s death
his father said to him, “you know Murray, sometimes at night I lay awake thinking ‘maybe you are
right’. And Murray answered, “I lie awake too thinking ‘maybe I’m wrong.’ Such is the tension when
a person’s life is radically lived for Jesus.
Martyn felt that the church in W.Europe has become very sloppy, and we don’t see that kind
of tension in our society. (Thankfully I’d say, because we do understand this very well when we
see the treatment some Muslim societies still mete out to anyone converting to Christianity, or Hindu
societies to those believed to have converted to Islam – real death! And of course, burning at the
stake was the fate for many Christians for relatively minor differences in belief.)
Cont’d.......
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Continued from page 14
Martyn also noted that it can be easy to adopt Christian behaviours when in a like-minded
group that we may not follow when we are alone. We can feel like hypocrites when we do this. Some
of us may feel that at different times in our lives we’ve not stood up for what we believe and feel torn
when that happens. Such is the tension when Christ brings his velvet sword into someone’s life.
If we are committed to following Jesus in our lives, it can put us at odds with people who don’t share
our convictions. Life would be easier if we didn’t take our faith seriously and went with the flow: peace
in our families and peace in our friendships – but inside a bit of a mess, because we can’t serve
two masters. That’s another hard thing. Jesus liked to say that if we try to live in two worlds, we will
alternately hate the one and despise the other.
Hard sayings are only hard because they call us to live by our convictions – to walk the talk.
We can’t just hear the things we want to hear, love those we want to love, serve those we want to
serve, put our faith in a drawer and pull it out only in certain circles and at certain times. Dietrich
Bonhoeffer said “there is a cost to discipleship” – and he paid it.
So if we want to live at peace with the world we should unapologetically and enthusiastically
embrace the values of the world. It’s easier that way. But if inner peace is what we really think is
important we ought to take the less travelled road where we listen to the still quiet voice of Jesus. It
might cost us some friends or affect our families, but a different sort of peace will be ours. Martyn
was preaching to himself as well, because he doesn’t find it easy either, so he prays that God will
grant us the courage to follow him, to bring the peace that comes from a velvet sword.
(Jesus is reported to have said “I wish you hot or cold but because you are lukewarm, I will
spit you out of my mouth”. For me, this is to see the world in black and white, whilst the reality is
more complex and nuanced. There are risks, because we can see that many of the behaviours that
today we find displeasing or downright evil are (or have been) carried out by people of strong faith,
a rigid often archaic word view, and a strong belief that they are doing God’s will. It’s also interesting
to note that the story of the Murrays is one of intolerance driven by beliefs moving gradually towards
acceptance.   It is certainly right to stand up for what we believe and listen to the still quiet voice of
Jesus, but that voice for many of us is also nuanced and sensitive to societal developments. We are
fortunate to live in a society where we can take that less travelled road broadly without losing friends
or affecting families unless we show intolerance. In recent weeks a recurring theme has been the
hope that our behaviours and the inner peace we can radiate become a beacon for others who aspire
to what we seem to have.)
We greatly appreciate the background that Martyn regularly gives us to the hymns he chooses and
their authors. It also provides an opportunity for a fleeting smile.
It was also a pleasure to see that at least one young family – albeit with a strong family connection
to our church – can feel relaxed and at home during a family Service.
Geography and work circumstances preclude any regular presence, but perhaps we can hope for
the occasional visit?

The four generations
Margaret, Suzanne, Daniel/Toni, Isabel

Daniel showing Isabel a picture
of her great grandfather, Philip
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Service by Reverend David Aplin
Perhaps it was the fact that David read the Old Testament reading
himself that should have warned us that the Spirit had moved him to focus his
address (unusually for him) on the Old Testament reading from Jeremiah 1.
Yes, Luke 13 was also important: Jesus telling the temple Elders that
it was alright to do God’s work on the Sabbath – thereby challenging what he
felt was a temple hierarchy, mired in its own obsessive rule making, that had
lost sight of God’s true purpose. It was a challenge to the temple Elders that
set him off down the road to arrest, torture, trial and execution.
David had turned to the reading from Jeremiah because he could see how the words applied to him personally;
words given to him by his experiences, beliefs, and readings from the bible, interpreted for him by the Spirit
(meaning he could read the same passage multiple times and get completely different meanings). He feels
directed by the Spirit when he preaches and also in pastoral situations – particularly when he’s messing up
(the Spirit comes and helps him along).
So he had responded to a call to help a young 15-year old girl who had been in hospital for over 10
months with an eating disorder. The Lord had called David, and he’d visited the girl weekly to talk, finding her
surprisingly spiritual and her closing prayers exceptional and moving. She was now home again in Bedford,
with David now only needing to complete his railway guard training (with a heritage railway) to be able to fulfil
his promise to take her in his guard’s van for a railway trip.
He told us that the passage from Jeremiah was not just for preachers and worship leaders. With our
collection prayer, David had given thanks for the talents we’ve all been given and the strength, love and support
we receive. We are to use those talents for God. David had been surprised how many people in our church had
done good and valuable things in the past but seem to have given up. The number of non-serving Elders was
so much higher than the serving Elders (perhaps not surprising, given how the role has changed, with so much
focus on trustee responsibilities for governance, regulatory compliance, health & safety and safeguarding?).
People were also standing down from serving on committees. Age and growing infirmity were factors, but he
had observed that too often disputes had caused schisms.
He sees a church with a considerable reservoir of talent, lovely buildings, a lovely nursery school,
money, and great traditions. We have so much, and yet we are in danger. He goes to other URC churches in
our area and sees signs of growth. So we are not getting it right, and we have talent that has chosen to stand
aside. We don’t want to be a church that dies?
There are ways: David sees other churches making full use of electronic media, paying youngsters to
do things and giving the church an exciting face, making things happen, and changing the church to be fit for
the modern age. How different is our church today compared to fifty years ago he asks? David doesn’t want to
re-make our church so that it makes us uncomfortable (though he has found resistance to change) but he does
value keeping up to date. He’s seen things that work - building groups through social media, getting youngster
in to do work. If we are not prepared to bring our time and talents to help, it won’t be like watching Rome burn
but watching the last embers die out and only ash remain. We should ask ourselves “can I forgive that hurt or
slight, or difference of opinion”? The demands of the Lord trumps all that stuff! When the Lord asks PBURC
“What do you see?”, if we can answer “We see a church working in harmony and love to bring more people to
faith in Christ”, the Lord will say to us “You have seen correctly, for I am watching to see that my will is fulfilled”.
So perhaps it was less a sermon to us and more a call to arms?Later during the Service David talked
about a newly formed Worship Committee, which will hold its first meeting in September. He needs people to
get together who have thoughts and ideas to find new ways to reach out to God’s people.(As a reviewer, I can
say we’ve been here before many times and have not found that “magic bullet”. Perhaps it is because we have
talked in concepts, not practical ideas, and have not seen how we as individuals can contribute making the
concepts a reality. Sometimes we have gone along with ideas that we have felt were impractical for the sake
of harmony. The ideas have remained ideas, because nobody has come forward to take them forward – and
to keep on going for long enough to give them a chance to succeed. A real challenge for the members of the
Worship Committee, but one perhaps we can rise to?)
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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7-‐YEAR-‐OLD	
  BOY	
  WITH	
  CORONARY	
  ARTERY	
  DISEASE	
  –	
  Choma,	
  Zambia	
  

Abel, is my third son aged 7-year-old boy with a history of coronary heart disease (a buildup of
plague in the coronary arteries that supply oxygen-rich blood to the heart) went to the
emergency department on (19th June, 2022) at Choma General Hospital with nonstop unstable
angina (chest pain) and light headaches. This was his second visit to the emergency
department in the last 1 year 7 months with the same symptoms. His coronary heart disease is
due to his sedentary lifestyle.
He was admitted immediately. Upon admission, his vitals were taken (Temperature was 37.9C,
pulse rate was 180bpm, blood pressure was 116/70 mm/Hg, respiratory rate was 30rpm and
oxygen saturation was 88% on 3L/min). Abel was seen sitting at the side of the bed (clutching
his chest). He has obvious dyspnea (shortness of breath) because he is seen gasping for his
breath and he seems quiet anxious and restless. Nasal prongs at 5L/min to increase his
oxygen saturation levels apply oxygen. He was then made to have bedrest until pain subsided.
In addition, his bedhead was elevated to improve his cardiac flow.
After Doctors helped the young boy to stabilize his cardiac functions, further tests were
conducted, such as, ECG (recording to show hearts electrical activity) and coronary
angiography (a procedure that uses X-ray imaging to see the hearts blood vessels). Coronary
heart disease was detected by an ECG machine as the blood vessels in a person with the
disease gets blocked hence causing the machine to display QRS changes from the normal
(pathological Q waves, fragmented QRS, reduced R wave amplitude). On the other hand, the
angiogram detected the narrowing of the coronary arteries also known as atherosclerosis).
Abel was needed to be in a specialist hospital in Lusaka.
Abel, was scheduled for a surgery (Pediatric coronary artery bypass surgery) costing up to
K56, 000 that was to be conducted on 12th July, 2022. Due to financial challenges, a Church
Member Doctor took it for himself and negotiated for a reduced price of K36,000 ( about
£1800) which includes medicals, food and my movement to Heart Hospital. Friends of UK
stepped in to help me with all finances. All medical bills were settled and Abel went through the
surgery. Pediatric coronary artery bypass surgery was used because of its life saving potential
in unsuccessful coronary transfer operation. Cephasporins (antibiotic) drugs where given to the
7year old before and after surgery to fight any infections before and after surgery.
Coronary heart disease is extremely dangerous and can lead to a heart attack and even death.
It can occur in both children and adults and can be prevented by high levels of physical
exercise, low calorie diet and if possible, weight loss maintenance programs. This helps to
prevent blockage of the coronary artery supplying heart muscle, hence preventing coronary
heart disease.
As parents to the child, we want to give thanks to everyone who made it possible by supporting
us financially and your prayers during this difficult time.
Cont’d.......
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Our financial challenges are still there because we will be visiting Lusaka for the medical
review and we will still need finances for our movements. My lovely wife is still in Lusaka and
soon she will be joining us with the boy.
God bless you all.
Noah and Emeldah Simfukwe.

ABEL is crying due to his pain.

	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

After his operation Abel is much better. Abel is at home with his family

	
  

Service led by Pamela Llewellyn
We welcomed Pamela on her first visit to lead worship in our church. Pamela now lives in Potters Bar and is
a member of the Potters Bar Baptist Church. So that we could learn a little more about her, she told us about
her own faith journey.
She’d been brought up in a Roman Catholic family but struggled to feel connected to God because of the rituals
and a congregation socialising in closed, friend and family groups. At 16 she had left the church. She went to
university and found that any time she found something hard to deal with, she would still “shoot it up in prayer”
– to someone she wasn’t even sure was going to be there. One morning she woke up with a longing to go to
church (God said, “It’s time!”) and as her mother had by this time moved to a Pentecostal Church, she went
there and got involved. It was a big church and after a time she found it was easy to feel invisible, not part of a
group. She blended into the background, and one day walked out and did not return.
A few years later she was in a situation with which she was struggling and a friend invited her to see her Minister
and go to her church in Barnet (she lived in Chiswick). She got a lot of help and realised she needed to make a
new commitment to God. So she went to that church every week for a year, found that this was the church she
wanted to be part of, and moved to Barnet. She served in the church for many years and grew and deepened
her faith, before coming to Potters Bar.

Cont’d.......

Our faith journeys will be unique to each of us, but Pamela felt it was important to
reconnect with the start of our journeys - how we first came to know God, how it felt,
the excitement when we first met with him. She is a questioning person, wanting
proof which was not always possible, but what she learned was that she had to put
her faith in God - and she’d been doing that ever since. It’s important to stay close
and committed in our relationship with Jesus, that we might continue to walk with
him, talk with him and hear from him, in order to serve him better (and there was a
big smile as we sang “Just a closer walk with thee” together).
The reading from Exodus 3 has God calling Moses to lead the Israelites out of
Egypt. As Pamela told us, Moses had been hidden in the reeds by his mother as
a baby and saved from death and brought up by Pharoah’s daughter. For around 40 years, his life was that
of a prince, well-educated and well treated. He’d reacted with compassion to the mistreatment of his fellow
Hebrews, culminating in killing an Egyptian. He’d been forced to flee and after helping women at a well trying
to draw water had been taken into the family of one of the women and spent the next 40 years of his life as a
shepherd in a wilderness area, gaining practical experience on how to survive under such conditions. It would
have been a much simpler life, but he was content. Now he’s been met by God for what will the purpose of his
life for the next 40 years. He’s been prepared from birth, shaped, moulded and prepared for what was to come
as part of God’s plan.
Looking at us, Pamela supposed that we might also feel that we’ve had our time and now it’s time for others to
step up and contribute. Possibly we might want to retreat from the inconsistencies and uncertainties of modern
life and settle back to do the things we’ve always wanted to do but never had the opportunity or time to do. The
Bible shows us that God does not discriminate on age or gender (think Sarah 90+, Abraham 100+ and Mary, the
mother of Jesus, a teenager). Could we imagine even in our 90ies receiving a message from God today, “I want
to lead people out of persecution, and you are just the person to do that. I want you to go to the Ukraine and
help a community of people who are struggling”. We might imagine how Moses would have felt? The meeting
between Moses and God was pretty spectacular. Moses showed his reluctance, and we can understand that.
Pamela wondered whether if Moses had not responded, God would have left him there and sought someone
else. But he did respond, and God assured him that he’d not be alone.
There was no spectacular burning bush for Pamela, but she believes she was responding to a call from God
when she woke up that morning. Now she finds herself with us on a Sunday morning – so he did have something
in mind for her!
If we draw near to God, he will draw near to us. Pamela wonders if we are hearing from God. Are we open to
hearing from him – even now – and are we ready to respond? Perhaps we are keen to serve God but don’t
know how, or what we can offer him. If this is the case, we are to keep praying and listen out for God’s reply.
It’s the quiet time we make to walk with God, to be with him and ask him to share a word with us. To speak to
us in some way, through somebody, through the scriptures, through a song. And in those spaces wherever that
is, that is our Holy Ground. And like with Moses, if he’s sending us somewhere, asking us to do something, he
will be with us.
Pamela told us about her own difficulties to become pregnant and those of a church friend, still waiting after 11
years for a response to her asylum application. The two became prayer partners, with weekly prayer sessions
where they prayed for each other. After just over a year, both prayers were answered. God had heard their
prayer and answered.
In Trusting God by Jeremy Bridges, he talks of 3 essential truths about God:
God in his love will always will what is best for us. In his wisdom he knows what is best for us, and in his
sovereignty has the power to bring it about.
What is God saying to us as individuals or as a church? Has he been preparing us to reach out and help or are
we perhaps in great need and calling out to God but have not yet seen an answer to our prayers. Whatever it
may be, Pamela urges us to put our trust in him. He sees all, knows all and is present in all situations. His love
for us is vast and he will look after us if we hear him and follow what he says.
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/

